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INTRODUCTION
During the summer of 2020, the confluence of the COVID-19 
pandemic and the Black Lives Matter protests spurred architec-
ture schools across the nation into sites of sociopolitical action. 
The students’ capacity to self-organize, articulate the urgent 
need for changes and demand institutional responses was bold 
and unapologetic. At stake was a perceived numbness in the cur-
ricular structures, classrooms, and syllabi that made universities 
complicit with the status quo and the ethos guiding academic 
excellence, inappropriate. At the University of Michigan, student 
organizing took on a bold stance calling the college to take a posi-
tion and go beyond words to implement meaningful changes. 
Design Justice Actions (DJA) brought together students from 
across degrees in the college to give shape to a manifesto that 
would turn their many discontents into actionable components. 
Students used persuasion and imagination, found allies, and 
built coalitions in and out of the school. Convening not one, but 
many conversations, students instigated curriculum rethinking, 
access and representation, the profession, institutional co-gov-
ernance, and more. 

The Public Design Corps (the Corps) initiative emerged in 
alignment to DJA action #8,1 so it was first and foremost, the 
product of students and faculty ingenuity reclaiming the ca-
pacity of architectural education to question what and how 
we teach and learn, and work with community partners to co-
design, test and prototype ideas from advocacy to activism. But 
what is the Corps and how does it work? At its most basic, the 
Corps offers students the opportunity to exercise architectural 
skills in collaborative projects guided by principles of spatial 
justice. NCARB-recognized,2 the Corps connects students in 
architecture, urban design and planning with mission-driven 
organizations to tackle pressing economic, environmental, so-
cial, and spatial challenges. Neither a community design center 
nor a community service curricular component, the Corps situ-
ates the commitment to design experimentation as currency. 
Community partners, students and faculty mentors collabo-
rate to turn need assessments into problem spaces where 

opportunities for exploration and discovery guide the work. 
This agenda demands a predisposition to open-endedness and 
a candid commitment to challenge automated problem-solving. 
As a hybrid space between academia and the profession, PDC 
offers a locus to practice mutual learning and co-production.

THE CORPS
The Corps operates under the assumption that architecture 
serves as an alibi to usher in new forms of social organization. 
It moves beyond preoccupations with form in the built environ-
ment, expanding to include programs, systems, and human 
relations. This nimble and tactical attitude toward architectural 
practice made the Corps uniquely poised to challenge the limita-
tions that the pandemic-imposed online context would imply 
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Figure 1. Building on the work led by students at the University Michigan, 
the Corps embodies a collaboration between faculty and students to 
prototype additional opportunities for engaged learning.
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otherwise. Typically conducted in person, low-fidelity public 
interest design work most often proceeds from a supposition 
that communities lack access to the technology necessary to 
collaborate and participate digitally. When the pandemic hit, the 
Public Design Corps was compelled to check these suppositions, 
moving forward with a socially engaged design agenda while 
simultaneously addressing uneven access to digital infrastruc-
ture and digital space. Through partnerships with a range of 
mission-driven, non-profit organizations,3 the exigent issues of 
digital inclusion were laid bare, prompting the development of 
light, tech savvy and smartphone accessible projects. This con-
fluence of circumstances yielded unexpected outputs, sparking 
new thinking around design’s capacity to sponsor collaboration, 
engage participation, and shape public discourse in digital space. 
Importantly, the initiative ushered in new methods of coopera-
tion at a social and political inflection point when algorithmic 
determinacy in mass communication threatened the very fabric 
of our democracy. 

The Corps is conceived as a pedagogical experiment that 
empowers students to take a leading role in shaping their 
educational experience. The triad student teams+community 
partner+faculty mentor aims to provide a multilayered expe-
rience where traditional classroom hierarchies are shifted. 
Building additional opportunities to diversify the educational 
experience, graduate and undergraduate students may opt for 
professional licensure credit (AXP), course credit, service work, 
and CPT/OPT for international students. While the Corps oper-
ates as an intense summer initiative, the work seeded over July 
and August can (and has) continued as for-credit independent 
studies in subsequent semesters as students cultivate their rela-
tionship with the community partners. The fluidity in the options 
aims to shape more pluralistic approaches to architectural edu-
cation that recognize the singularity of each student. 

Together with the project focus, an important initiative compo-
nent is the public programming it sponsors. Since its inception, 
the Corps has capitalized on the opportunity to invite oth-
ers to generate new conversations that help situate ways of 
“working with” and to engender critical reflection on the pro-
cess. Lectures by faculty sharing work and models of engaged 
pedagogy are open to the entire college and offer yet another 
learning opportunity. 

In our search for a practice model, we rely on the generosity 
of the community partners and the in-house expertise to set 
common ground. While the E. Ginsberg Center4 helps students 
navigate expectations with best practices in community engage-
ment, our community partners bring a unique understanding 
of the opportunities afforded by engaging young and creative 
professionals searching to have a positive impact in the world.

By presenting this pedagogic initiative as a work in progress, 
we aim to reinforce its experimental nature. Two years in the 
making, with little infrastructure or funding to support it, the 
Corps remains a space for experimentation where students, 
community partners, and faculty mentors are committed to 
act and critically reflect on the ways design agency may insti-
gate the redistribution of resources and power in the shaping 
of the built environment. What has resulted to date, tracks a 
gradient of unanticipated outcomes, where neither the partner/
client nor the student/designer are rehearsing and retracing the 
well-trodden, established process of normative practice. Rather, 
the Corps contends a deliberate challenge to existing patterns 
and processes in order to reshape the priorities we espouse in 
the teaching and learning of architecture, and to redraw the co-
horts of who participates in and benefits from the discipline and 
profession of architecture. Thus, we bring forth the Corps as an 
experimental pedagogical project to tackle the what and how of 
architectural education for a pluralistic society.

Figure 2. Models shaping public interest design / social design practices since the 1990s. Research included as a component of the Corps 
initiative.
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Figure 3. Case Study on Public Interest Design / Social Design programs. 
Out of the initial research, we developed in-depth interviews with the 
initiatives that could offer us more insights into the Corps.

Figure 4. Public Programming: the lecture series.
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Figure 5. Matrix of selected projects developed as part of the initiative.
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Public Design 
Corps

Curriculum

Research / Incubator
Summer

Design Studio
Summer

Independent Study
Summer/Fall/Winter/Spring

This model assumes the summer months don't provide enough time 
to produce a coherent/complete deliverable, and that it makes 
more sense to use this time as an incubation period to (1) 
develop a working relationship with the community partner, (2) 
develop a strategy for moving the partnership into the academic 
year.  A space to start relationships, create possible futures 
for projects that could plug into a plethora of curricular 
contexts.  Students assigned a grade.

Summer 2021 model, only FAR more selective.  Interview / 
screening process, only 3-4 students per faculty mentor, with 2 
projects max.  Still would be taken for credit, students 
assigned a grade.

An option for student(s) to continue the work they began in the 
summer term.

Thesis / Propositions 
Studio

Fall/Winter

Self- evident.  A question for this is whether or not we would 
want to be held accountable to community partners for a 

deliverable.  If so, what does that look like?  If not, how are 
community partners involved, if at all?

Spring Travel Studio
Spring

Operates similar to a propositions studio, where a faculty 
member that was involved with PDC would create/run a course 
which operated under the umbrella of PDC.  Functionally, this 
would mean that the results of the studio would end up on our 

website, per Urban Works Agency's model.

Output

Lecture/Symposia

Multi- Disciplinary Course
Summer/Fall/Winter/Spring

A co- taught course with someone from architecture and someone 
from another unit across campus (law, public policy, etc.). 

Still have touch points with community partners

Funding

Funding
(Ginsberg Center, etc.)

Multi- Course Prescribed 
Sequence, Possibly 

Resulting in Certificate

To ensure buy- in from students, they sign up for a 9/12- credit 
course series.  Beginning in the summer, students work with a 

community partner in an incubator- like setting.  Fall = 
experimental independent study, and Winter = Thesis / Capstone. 
 Partners would be aware of this arrangement, and co- produce a 

reasonable deliverable, knowing that they wouldn't "get" 
anything during the summer.  This obviously also helps to 

narrow down partners even further.

This sequence might show up as a rackham certificate or in some 
other form on participating students' diplomas.

Exhibitions

Workshops

Internal Funding 
(Advancement, R+CP, GiT)

Partnerships

Community Partners

Ann Arbor Meals on Wheels
Block Island Housing Board

Brilliant Detroit
Carr Center Detroit

Communities First, Inc.
Detroit Historical Society & Museum

Detroit Housing Commission
Detroit Riverfront Conservancy

The Great Lakes Way
Huron Clinton Metroparks / City of Detroit

SAGE Metro Detroit
Shylo Arts

Zimbabwe Cultural Center

Architecture
NOMAS

Architecture Lobby

Business

Public Policy
Program in Practical Policy Engagement

Center for Local, State and Urban Policy

Law

Urban Design

Urban Planning

Environment and Sustainability (SEAS)
Erb Institute

Cooperative Institute for Great Lakes Research
Center for Sustainable Systems

Social Work
Center for Equitable Family & Community Well- Being

LSA

Art

Public Health

Engineering
Center for Socially Engaged Design

School of Ed.
Center for Education Design, Evaluation, and Research 

(CEDER)

Outside Institutions (Alliances & Affinities)

Urban Works Agency (CCA)
Beirut Urban Lab
Spatial Agency

Center for Urban Pedagogy (CUP)
CityLab (UCLA)

Programming

Writing & Research

Academic Papers (i.e. 
Gradient, ACSA, JAE)

Grant Writing

Other Units (Non- Academic)

Foundation Relations
Ginsberg Center

Michigan Engaging Community through the Classroom (MECC)
Rackham Program in Public Scholarship

Center for Academic Innovation's Public Scholarship Wing
Poverty Solutions

Design

Websites

Exhibitions

US Gov't
(NSF, NEA, etc.)

Foundations
(Knight, etc.)

Fundraising Packages

Video Work

Schematic Building Design

Exhibition Design

GIS Mapping / Schematic 
Surveys

Reports / Whitepapers

Static & Animated Graphics

Visual Narratives

Figure 6: The Corps: Organizational Map of the Initiative

ENDNOTES
1. DJA 8: Create more opportunities in our curriculum for community voice-in-pro-

cess, specifically BIPOC community members, so that students gain agency in the 
built environment. Engage local Community Design Centers to provide a realistic 
and sound context for student community engagement and grassroots activism. 
Offer transdisciplinary Architecture, Urban Design studios, and URP capstones 
that forefront activism, planning policy, and design that promote human dignity 
and support a built environment free from embedded oppression.

2. NCARB-recognized Community Based Design Center in the state of Michigan.

3. The Summer 2020 organizational partners include the Ann Arbor Meals on 
Wheels, Brilliant Detroit, Carr Center Detroit, Sage Metro Detroit, Shylo Arts, 
and Zimbabwe Cultural Center. The Summer 2021 organizational partners in-
clude Block Island Housing Board, Carr Center Detroit, Communities First, Inc., 
Detroit Historical Society & Museum, Detroit Housing Commission, Detroit 
Riverfront Conservancy, The Great Lakes Way, and Huron Clinton Metroparks 
/ City of Detroit.

4. The Ginsberg Center at the University of Michigan cultivates and stewards equi-
table partnerships between communities and academia in order to advance social 
change for the public good. Based upon this mission, our vision is for inclusive 
democracy; thriving, diverse communities; and equity and social justice.


